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Quasicrystalline materials
from non-atom building blocks
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PROGRESS AND POTENTIAL

Quasicrystals were thought to be

impossible crystals before their

discovery. Dan Shechtman first

discovered a quasicrystal

exhibiting an astonishing 10-fold

symmetrical electron diffraction

pattern, which was a forbidden

symmetry according to

crystallographic restriction

theorem. Subsequent research

delineated quasicrystalline order

as an emerging third structural

category besides crystalline order

and randomness. To date,

researchers have utilized various

non-atom building blocks, such as

molecules and nanoparticles, to

create a spectrum of materials

with different quasicrystalline

lattices. Besides fascinating

structural features, materials with

quasicrystalline order show

unique properties and hold

promise for various applications.

This review summarizes advances

of quasicrystalline materials

produced from non-atom building

blocks.
SUMMARY

The discovery of quasicrystals (awarded with the 2011 Nobel Prize
in Chemistry) generated a revolutionary impact on crystallography,
and hence a plethora of structural topics across a range of science,
technology, engineering, art, and math (STEAM) disciplines. The un-
conventional feature of quasicrystalline structures, i.e., exhibiting
rotational symmetry without continuous translational symmetry (lat-
tice periodicity), completely redefined the existing framework of
viewing and categorizing matter. While quasicrystal research began
with the development of intermetallic alloys, quasicrystalline mate-
rials have since been created from building blocks across length
scales. In this review, we focus on quasicrystalline materials pro-
duced from various non-atom building blocks. In the following, we
showcase some unique properties and potential applications of
such materials, ranging from photonic crystals metamaterials to
architecture/art designs and time crystals.

INTRODUCTION

As the central heart of all structures, symmetry has been extensively studied

throughout history leading to a number of important mathematical concepts.1

One such important theory is group theory, notably developed by Abel and Galois,1

which gave rise to some key crystallographic concepts such as space groups and the

crystallographic restriction theorem (Scheme 1).2 For a long time, it was believed

that all crystallographic symmetries could be described by space group notation,

and should follow the crystallographic restriction theorem.2 For instance, the crystal-

lographically allowed rotational symmetries in crystals were strictly limited to 2-, 3-,

4-, and 6-fold, while excluding all others.2,3 However, this theory was challenged

upon the first discovery of an icosahedral quasicrystal that can be described as a

three-dimensional (3D) cut of a 6D hypercrystal structure.4 In 1982, Dan Shechtman

observed an astonishing electron diffraction (ED) pattern with a strictly forbidden

10-fold rotational symmetry from a rapidly solidified Al-Mn Intermetallic alloy sam-

ple,4 which violated the crystallographic restriction theorem. After an almost

2-year scientific battle, the first quasicrystal publication written by Dan Shechtman

appeared in Physical Review Letters in 1984.4 The controversy surrounding the

acceptance of quasicrystals among researchers finally led to categorizing of a new

class of matter, i.e., quasicrystals, with neither crystalline lattices nor amorphous

structures.5–10 The distinctive structural characteristic of quasicrystalline (QC) order,

also called quasiperiodicity, is the absence of continuous transitional periodicity; in

other words, no unit cells, and the presence of crystallographically forbidden rota-

tional symmetries. This counterintuitive structural definition caused quasicrystals

to be considered a third category of crystallographic order in addition to the crystal-

line and non-crystalline categories.2–11 Such a fundamentally new conception of

matter drew a significant number of experimental efforts, which subsequently
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Scheme 1. Important events related to quasicrystals and quasicrystalline materials research

The important research related to quasicrystals and quasicrystalline materials is organized in a chronological order. The background plot describes the

total number of publications citing ‘‘quasicrystal’’ since Dan Shechtman’s Physical Review Letters in 1984, according toWeb of Science. The panels used

in this schematic (from left to right) were reproduced from Lu et al.,140 Zoorob et al.,114 Zeng et al.,53 Haji-Akbari et al.,77 Talapin et al.41 �ª The Nobel

Foundation, Nagaoka et al.,22 Man et al.,30 with permission. The Galois drawing is in the public domain.
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resulted in discoveries of various intermetallic alloys exhibiting 8-, 10-, and 12-fold

QC order.12–15

Although theQCphase was first discovered in an Al-Mn alloy and was later found in a

variety of other intermetallic alloys, QC materials produced from non-atom building

blocks (denoted as non-atom QC materials or NA-QC materials in this review, and

defined as materials with a QC structure that are not constructed from atoms)

have become an exciting research area in recent decades (Schematic 1). The long-

range aperiodic order with forbidden rotational symmetries along with the

unconventional properties induced by such unique structural features have opened

burgeoning research avenues in chemistry, solid-state physics, materials science,

and beyond. To date, NA-QC materials have been produced in a range of systems

with wide length scales (from nanometer range to macroscopic objects), in various

dimensions (e.g., Euclid space and timescale), using different fabrication methods

(e.g., self-assembly, lithography), and exhibiting unconventional optical, magnetic,

and other properties and functions.

Considering the number of excellent review articles and textbooks written about

atomic quasicrystals (focusing on intermetallic alloy quasicrystals),8,10,12–21 this

review article focuses on state-of-the-art NA-QC materials and discusses the advan-

tages of QC motifs for designing and engineering materials. We include brief expla-

nations of QC order fundamentals; however, readers are encouraged to read other

published review papers and textbooks for comprehensive understanding.8–10,12–21

The outline of this review is as follows: in the first section, ‘‘QC structures and tessel-

lations,’’ we introduce important structures with QC order and the corresponding

geometrical interpretations (tessellation and tiling rules); in the second section,

‘‘self-assembled QC materials from non-atom building blocks,’’ we review materials

with QC order self-assembled from non-atom building blocks, including nanocrys-

tals (NCs), DNA, and organic or organometallic molecules. We also highlight

some recent studies about the crystallization processes of NA-QC self-assemblies

and discuss the insights acquired from these studies. In the third section, ‘‘novel

properties from materials with QC order,’’ we discuss a range of materials and ob-

jects integrated with QC architectures, such as photonic quasicrystals, metamateri-

als, frustrated magnets, art and architectural designs, and QC structures in
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unconventional dimensions, e.g., optical lattices and time crystals. Finally, we

conclude by providing some of our prospects for this fascinating research topic.

QC STRUCTURES AND TESSELLATIONS

In this section, we will explain some of the major QC structures, including the 1D-QC

order of the Fibonacci sequence, 2D 8-fold QC order with the Ammann-Beenker

tiling, 10-fold QC order with the Penrose tiling, 12-fold QC order with square-trian-

gle tiling, and the 3D icosahedral QC order with Ammann tiling. We also describe

how to distinguish related structures that often assemble alongside QCs because

of structural similarity to rigid QC structures, such as QC-approximant structures,

random tiling motifs, and Frank-Kasper structures.

1D-QC order: The Fibonacci sequence

A 1D-QC order is an aperiodic sequence that can be defined by a recurrence equa-

tion. Among several 1D-QC motifs such as the Pell sequence (also known as Octo-

nacci sequence), the squared Fibonacci sequence, and the Prouhet-Thue-Morse

sequence (see Steurer and Deloudi21 for more detailed information), the Fibonacci

sequence is the most widely studied for QC materials. The Fibonacci sequence is

formulated as Fn+2 = Fn+1 + Fn, and, when using binary digits as initial values F0: L

(black bars, Figure 1A) and F1: S (red bars, Figure 1A), the sequence evolves as F0:

L, F1: S, F2: LS, F3: LSL, F4: LSLLS, F5: LSLLSLSL,. The Fibonacci sequence exhibits

several remarkable mathematical properties. For example, the ‘‘golden ratio’’ 4 =
1+

ffiffi

5
p
2 = 1.618034., a ratio first studied by ancient Greek mathematicians and known

as the most beautiful ratio,21 can be obtained by convergence of Fn+1/Fn when n di-

verges to positive infinity irrespective of the initial given values of F0 and F1. There is

also a fractal structure in the Fibonacci sequence (Figure 1B); i.e., structural recur-

rence at different magnification scales. Figure 1B shows the Fibonacci sequences

from L and S with the length ratio of 4 that is rescaled by 1/4 for each sequential

step, keeping the same total length of the sequences (visually assisted with the ver-

tical blue lines in Figure 1B), where a structural recurrence can be observed at various

scales. It is also noteworthy that there is a set of discrete Fourier components despite

the absence of periodicity in the Fibonacci sequence.5 The existence of the discrete

Fourier components is also supported by experimentally observed diffraction peaks

of either 2D or 3D quasicrystals, which we will discuss in the sections ‘‘2D-QC struc-

tures’’ and ‘‘3D-QC order: Icosahedral quasicrystals with the Ammann tiling.’’

2D-QC structures

A 2D-QC order is a pattern where QC order exists only within a particular plane. Ex-

amples of 2D-QC structures include the 8-fold Ammann-Beenker tiling, the 10-fold

Penrose tiling, and the 12-fold square-triangle tiling. These QC structures are

summarized in this section using both experimental results and schematic tessella-

tions.23,24 In particular, the newly discovered flexible polygon tiling rule that can pro-

duce any arbitrary QC order with even-fold rotational symmetry will be discussed.

Additionally, we also present some quasicrystal-related structures and clarify the

differences from mathematically defined rigid QC structures.

Eight-fold QC order: Ammann-Beenker tiling

There have been numerous studies related to the geometry of the 8-fold QC order,

including notable research by Robert Ammann, Frans Beenker, and Nicolaas Govert

de Bruijn,21 who successfully developed a substitution rule for obtaining octagonal

tilings known as Ammann-Beenker tiling.21 As illustrated in Figure 1C, two types of

tiles (square and rhombus tiles with a sharper internal angle of 45�) are placed such

that all the internal curves are connected through adjacent tiles (Figure 1C, top). The
32 Matter 6, 30–58, January 4, 2023



Figure 1. 1D- and 2D-QC order and tessellation

(A) Fibonacci sequence illustrated with long (black) and short (red) bars. The ratio of length (long/short) is adjusted to the golden ratio, t.

(B) Fractal in the Fibonacci sequence. The total length of the Fibonacci sequences shown in (A) was normalized. The pale blue lines mark intervals in

which recurrence of patterns (fractals) is observable.

(C) Ammann-Beeker tiling: (top left) square and rhombic tiles with red curves imposing the tiling rule, (top right) a fraction of Ammann-Beeker tiling,

(bottom) a successful large Ammann-Beeker tiling.

(D) Penrose tiling: (top left) fat and thin rhombohedral tiles with notches and dents imposing the tiling rule, (top right) a fraction of Penrose tiling,

(bottom) a large Penrose tiling.

(E) The square-triangle tiling: (top) five tiles used for the square-triangle tiling. The tiles were color coordinated by the substitution rule. (Bottom) A large

square-triangle tiling.

(F) The flexible decagon transformation. The flexible polygon tiling rules allow polygons (decagons) to overlap with one (left) or two (right) edges.

Regular decagon tiles are transformed into nonagons (nine edges), octagons (eight edges), heptagons (seven edges), hexagons (six edges), or

pentagons (five edges) after the transformation process.

(G) FFT patterns of QCs made through the flexible polygon tiling operations from octagons, decagons, dodecagons, and tetradecagons (from left to right).

(H) A successful large flexible polygon tiling.

(I) Frank-Kasper structures constructed from square and/or triangle tiles; (top left) the elongated triangular tiling corresponding to H phase, (top right)

the snub square tiling corresponding to Frank-Kasper sigma phase, (bottom left) the triangle tiling corresponding to Z (Zr4Al3) phase, and (bottom right)

the square tiling corresponding to Frank-Kasper A15 phase.

Parts (F–H) were reproduced from Nagaoka et al.,22 with permission.
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resulting QC structure (Figure 1C, bottom) shows an 8-fold rotational symmetry

without any transitional periodicity. A fractal pattern can be observed in the resulting

QC structure, with an expansion rate of 1+O2 = 2.41421., which is the ‘‘silver ra-

tio.’’21 In the laboratory, 8-fold quasicrystals (also known as octagonal quasicrystals)

have been created primarily by rapid quenching of intermetallic alloy systems such

as V-Ni-Si or Cr-Ni-Si, which are all thermodynamically metastable.8,25,26

Ten-fold QC order: Penrose tiling

Kepler proposed one of themost prominent tilings with a 10-fold symmetry from reg-

ular pentagons, pentacles (star shape), and regular decagon and fused decagon,

which Kepler referred to as ‘‘Monster’’ tiles.27 This tiling method inspired one of

the most important tilings for quasicrystalline order, the Penrose tiling, named after

Sir Roger Penrose (Figures 1D and 1E). There are three versions of Penrose tiling, i.e.,

a pentagon-based tiling (P1), a kite and dart version of it (P2), and a rhomb tiling (P3).

We used the Penrose rhomb tiling (P3) as an example, with a graphical presentation

shown in Figures 1D and 1E. Two kinds of rhomb tile with sharp internal angles of 36�

(slim) and 72� (fat) are arranged like a jigsaw puzzle as shown in Figure 1D.21 In real

samples, crystals with 2D 10-fold QC symmetry are called decagonal quasicrystals.

Some experimentally synthesized decagonal quasicrystals such as Al-based quasi-

crystals and MgZn-based quasicrystals are known to be thermodynamically stable,26

while metastable forms are also possible.21,28 These 10-fold QC structures show

some interesting mathematical features, including the golden ratio between the

two ‘‘lattice’’ spacings (L and S) (yellow lines in Figure 1D) and the Fibonacci sequence

foundalong the 10-fold axis (Figure 1D). This is reflected in their diffractionpatterns in

reciprocal space and in their material properties that will be further explored in sec-

tion ‘‘3D-QC order: Icosahedral quasicrystals with the Ammann tiling.’’

Twelve-fold QC order: Square-triangle tiling

There are several 12-fold QC tiling methods, including dodecagonal Socolar tiling

and dodecagonal rhomb tiling.21 Among them, the square-triangle tiling is most

important, which uses regular triangle and square tiles to form 12-fold QC patterns

(Figure 1F). In terms of their local tiling neighbors, the tiles can be further classified

into three types of triangles and two types of squares (Figure 1F).21 In the square-tri-

angle tessellation, a fractal can be observed, which is especially important for

differentiating a QC order from related QC approximants, random tiling structures,

and Frank-Kasper phases that are created by the same tiles (see section ‘‘QC approx-

imants and Frank-Kasper phases’’). Most reported 12-fold quasicrystals (i.e.,

dodecagonal quasicrystals) are thermodynamically metastable,26 with rare excep-

tions.29 The 12-fold quasicrystals are structurally similar to some Frank-Kasper

phases (see section ‘‘QC approximants and Frank-Kasper phases’’), so they often

coexist in real materials.20

Flexible polygon tiling rule

A newmember of the QC tessellation methods called the flexible polygon tiling rule,

has been recently proposed by the Chen group (Figures 1F–1H).22 In contrast to all

other QC tessellations that were mathematically developed prior to experimental

observations, the flexible polygon tiling rule was derived from real-sample observa-

tion of NC superlattices (SLs) assembled from truncated tetrahedral quantum dots

(TTQDs, also see section ‘‘QC SLs self-assembled from colloidal NCs’’).22 Interest-

ingly, this flexible polygon tiling rule shared some similarity with Kepler’s Monster

tilings27 because two decagonal tiles can be transformed into a monster by making

the overlapped area flat. The flexible polygon tiling rule generates unique QC struc-

tures as described by the following. The tiles for the flexible polygon tiling rule are
34 Matter 6, 30–58, January 4, 2023
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orientationally regulated regular polygons. These regular polygon tiles are placed

randomly and densely with the condition that two neighboring polygons may over-

lap with one or two edges (Figure 1F, top), but no more than two edges. When over-

lapping with two edges between adjacent tiles, the outlines become flexible and are

transformed into one straight line (denoted as a ‘‘flexible edge’’) (Figure 1F, top). As

a result of this transformation, the allowed polygon tiles can only have a defined

number of shape configurations. For example, starting with a decagon, five different

polygons as shown in Figure 1F bottom with edge numbers of 5–9 can be obtained

after transformation.30 As a result, the flexible polygon tiling method creates

uniquely ordered structures without continuous transitional symmetry (lattice peri-

odicity) but with rotational symmetry as manifested in the fast Fourier transform

(FFT) converted image (Figures 1G and 1H). This tiling method is robust enough

to generate any arbitrary even-number-fold QC symmetries; e.g., the QC patterns

with 8-, 10-, 12-, and 14-fold symmetries as shown in Figure 1G.22

QC approximants and Frank-Kasper phases

According to the rigorous definition, QC structures must possess a fractal order

with rotational symmetry and no continuous translational symmetry (lattice period-

icity). However, it is important to note that the term quasicrystals is often used

loosely in experimental research, and it may refer to quasicrystal-related structures

that do not strictly but largely follow certain QC tiling procedures, such as random

quasicrystals, quasicrystals from random tiling, and quasicrystal approximants.31,32

Due to high similarities of their local structures, quasicrystals and these related

structures often result in similar reciprocal-space patterns such as ED patterns or

FFT images, which makes it difficult to distinguish these structures. In addition,

some Frank-Kasper phases are often compared with dodecagonal QC materials.33

The Frank-Kasper phases of H, sigma, A15, and Z can also be expressed as tiling of

squares and triangles, namely the elongated triangular tiling (Figure 1I, top left),

the snub square tiling (Figure 1I, top right), the triangle tiling (Figure 1I, bottom

left), and the square tiling (Figure 1I, bottom right), respectively.34 As a conse-

quence of their structural similarity, these Frank-Kasper phases commonly coexist

with dodecagonal quasicrystals seen in experiments due to their comparable

entropic-energy states.33

3D-QC order: Icosahedral quasicrystals with the Ammann tiling

3D-QC-ordered structures possess 2D-QC order in multiple crystal planes

(Figures 2A and 2B), and the only known 3D-QC structure is the icosahedral quasi-

crystal.15,21 The icosahedral quasicrystal structure contains six 5-fold axes, 10

3-fold axes, and 15 2-fold axes (Figure 2A).4,15,21 These crystallographic features

have been manifested by a series of rotational transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) ED images showing 10-fold QC patterns from the six 5-fold axial projections

and 3-fold and 2-fold patterns when orientating the sample along its 3- and 2-fold

axes through proper rotations (Figure 2A).4,35–37 The 10-fold symmetry ED patterns

are the same as the one observed in decagonal quasicrystals and exhibit character-

istic mathematical features such as pentagon expansion, a series of pentagons with

the expansion ratio of the golden ratio 4, which can be drawn by constellating the

dotted ED signals (green, blue, pink, and orange lines in Figure 2A). An icosahedron

(Figure 2C, left) and its dual form, a dodecahedron (Figure 2C, right), are both

geometrically appropriate shapes for representing these axes. Many icosahedral

quasicrystals are stable enough to form single crystals in a decagonal shape, and

Figure 2D shows a decagonal-shaped single crystal of a Ho-Mg-Zn icosahedral

quasicrystal.4,35–37 The icosahedral quasicrystal structures can be replicated through

a block-stacking method called Ammann tiling (also known as 3D Penrose tiling)
Matter 6, 30–58, January 4, 2023 35



Figure 2. Icosahedral QC order and the Ammann tiling

(A) Selected-area electron diffraction patterns of an icosahedral quasicrystal frommultiple projections: (top left) the stereographic projection, and (right

bottom) an electron diffraction pattern with a 10-fold symmetry. A pentagon expansion was observed in the diffraction pattern as illustrated on the right.

(B) High-resolution TEM image of an Al-Pd-Mn icosahedral quasicrystal from the 10-fold axis.

(C) Icosahedron (left) and dodecahedron (right). The pale green poles are the rotational axes.

(D) Photograph of a single crystal of Ho-Mg-Zn icosahedral quasicrystals with a dodecahedron shape.

(E) The Ammann tiling: (top) prolate and oblate tiles, and (bottom) a constructed triacontahedron unit.

(F) An icosahedral structure reconstructed from larger Ammann tiling using computer models.

(A) Reproduced from Shechtman et al.4 with permission.

(B) Reproduced from Yang et al.35 with permission.

(D) Reproduced from Abe et al.37 with permission. The wooden models shown in (E) were provided through the courtesy of Debora Coombs.

(F) Reproduced from Madison40 with permission.
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using two types of building blocks, prolate and oblate with golden rhombus faces

(i.e., a rhombus with an acute sharper angle of 63.44�; Figure 2E top).21,38,39 As a

result of using 10 pieces each of prolate and oblate blocks, a rhombic triacontahe-

dron can be constructed (Figure 2E), which can be further expanded into large 3D

icosahedral QC structure by following the Ammann tiling method (Figure 2F).40
SELF-ASSEMBLED QC MATERIALS FROM NON-ATOM BUILDING
BLOCKS

Self-assemblyprocesses havebeenused toproduceQCmaterials fromavarietyof non-

atombuildingblocks, such asNCs,22,41–46 organometallicmolecules,47–52 liquid-crystal

molecules,53–57 block-copolymers,58–60 and biomolecules (e.g., DNA).61 As these QC

materials can incorporate microscopic functionalities from building blocks together

with unique aperiodic macroscopic structures, they hold great promise for various po-

tential applications. In this section, we discuss some important design principles that

can lead to spontaneousQCorder formation through self-assembly of non-atombuild-

ing objects.
36 Matter 6, 30–58, January 4, 2023



Figure 3. QC SLs from multiple kinds of NCs

(A) Schematic illustration of a NC and a QC NC SL: (left) NCs composed of inorganic cores and

surfactant molecules. (Right) NCs are aligned in a QC order. (Middle) NCs are usually dispersed in a

non-polar solvent, and SLs spontaneously form upon solvent evaporation.

(B–D) TEM images of QC binary NC SLs with 12-fold QC order and the corresponding tiling

illustrations (inset). (B) QC NC SLs from Fe3O4/Au NCs and PbS/Pd NCs.41,42 (C) QC NC SLs from

magnetic Co/Ag NCs.43 (D) QC NC SLs with 12-fold QC order from FePt/Fe3O4 NCs.45

(B) Reproduced from Talapin et al.41 and Bodnarchuk et al.42 with permission.

(C) Reproduced from Yang et al.,43 with permission.

(D) Reproduced from Ye et al.45 with permission.
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QC SLs self-assembled from colloidal NCs

Colloidal NCs, nanosized inorganic crystals (�3–100 nm) passivated by surfactant

molecules (Figure 3A left), often spontaneously arrange themselves into different

types of arrays, i.e., NC SLs, upon solvent evaporation or controlled crystallization

(Figure 3A).62–66 The resulting structures often contain crystalline order comparable

with atomic crystal structures67–72; however, NC SLs with unusual superstructures

have been also reported,73,74 including NC QC SLs (i.e., NC arrays with a QC or-

der).22,41–46

QC binary-SLs from NCs

The first example of QC SLs was reported in 2009 by Talapin et al.41 By using several

combinations of two kinds of highly uniform NCs (i.e., Fe3O4 NCs and Au NCs; PbS

NCs and Pd NCs), the authors achieved binary NC SLs with a 12-fold QC order (Fig-

ure 3B).41 The entropic contribution is important in this formation mechanism

because binary NC SLs tend to form superstructures with a high packing fraction.65

In their study, the effective size ratio of �0.43 between the two types of employed

NCs was identified as the key requirement for forming QC SLs.41 This size ratio

led to the same packing fractions for AlB2, CaB6, and 12-fold QC structures. Thus,

entropically, these structures were in similar energy states, resulting in appearance

of AlB2 and CaB6 binary SL structures along with the 12-fold random QC SLs.41 This

strategy is robust enough to make more NC QC SLs, including those from different

combinations of NCs,42 and a combination of NCs with polyoxometalate.44 In addi-

tion to entropy force, Yang et al. demonstrated that interparticle magnetic interac-

tions can play an essential role in the randomQC structure formation fromCo and Ag

NCs with an inorganic size ratio of �0.49 (Figure 3C).43 In their study, control exper-

iments were conducted with ferromagnetic and paramagnetic Co NCs, demon-

strating that the enthalpic term dictated by inter-Co-NC magnetic interactions

may also play an essential role during QC formation.43 Later in 2017, Ye et al.
Matter 6, 30–58, January 4, 2023 37
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produced QC NC SLs using two types of NCs with a size-ratio range of 0.60–0.66

(Figure 3D),45 which were outliers compared with the previously reported

examples.41–44 The authors produced a set of 12-fold QC SLs from different NC

combinations (e.g., Fe3O4 NCs, FePt NCs, CoFe2O4 NCs, and Au NCs) using a

liquid-air interface method.45 It should be noted that these NC QC SLs exhibited

better quality in terms of crystal domain size and crystallinity compared with previ-

ous reports.45 Using TEM and electron tomography, the obtained QC SLs were

thoroughly characterized three dimensionally, which revealed QC SLs consisted of

triangle and square subunits.45 These subunits possessed structural bending in

the z direction that affected local order surrounding each subunit, leading to the

proposed partial matching rules for generating 12-fold NC QC SLs.45 Furthermore,

molecular dynamics computer simulations indicated the importance of interparticle

interactions, particularly the attraction well width between neighboring NCs.45 All of

the reported QC structures found in binary NC SLs are categorized as random QC

structures or quasicrystal approximants rather than perfect QC structures, mainly

because the formation mechanism largely relies on entropic contribution (i.e., pack-

ing density).41–45 Thus, recent studies focusing on the enthalpic mechanism (such as

directional interaction and local matching rules) are especially important for produc-

ing perfect QCs comparable with atomic quasicrystal alloys with sufficient thermody-

namic stability.45,46,75

Single-component QC SLs from TTQD NCs

In both theoretical and experimental studies, spontaneous formation of single-

component quasicrystals was believed to be a challenge since normal objects are

packed into periodic structures, such as cubic objects in simple cubic superstruc-

tures and spherical objects in hcp or fcc. In order to create unusual packing

structures, one approach is to use non-spherical building blocks.76 Glotzer’s group

investigated the packing order of many polygonal shapes and demonstrated that

certain objects, such as square orthobicupola, square gyrobicupola, and augmented

triangular prisms, cannot form ordered structures.76 Tetrahedra are one of the

simplest Platonic shapes, and yet can exhibit extremely unusual assembly

behavior.77–79 Aristotle’s conjecture asserting that tetrahedra could completely fill

space is one of the most important statements in the history of this field. This state-

ment was later proved to be incorrect, and, conversely, tetrahedra have now been

considered the convex shape possessing the lowest packing density when tiled in

the 3D space of Euclidean geometry.79 This claim was not disputed until 2008

when Haji-Akbari et al. found that regular tetrahedra could be packed with packing

density reaching as high as 85.03% (more than 10% denser than close-packed

spheres) with a QC-approximant structure.77,78 In parallel, experimental efforts

have also been made with tetrahedral and near-tetrahedral-shaped NCs showing

peculiar self-assembly properties80–82; however, QC or QC-approximant structures

were not reported until 2018.

In light of the previous research, in 2018, we reported that TTQD NCs could be

packed into unconventional QC-related structures (Figure 4).22,46 A series of com-

plex superstructures have been successfully fabricated spanning from 1D tetraheli-

cal arrays, 2D SL thin-film membranes, to 3D cluster-based single-supercrystals,

and we resolved these unconventional structures with a high level of accuracy.46

Our TTQD NC building blocks possess moderate shape truncations and anisotropic

surface patchiness (localized ligand coverage profiles on different exposed NC sur-

face facets) (Figure 4A),46 which are imperative for induction of highly selective NC

facet-to-facet connections and formation of unique assembled superstructures

(Figures 4B–4F).46 Notably, the obtained 2D SL thin-film possessed a
38 Matter 6, 30–58, January 4, 2023



Figure 4. QC SLs from single-component truncated-tetrahedron-shaped NCs

(A) Schematic illustration of the effective tetrahedral shape of a TTQD. The TTQD exhibits three major [10 1 1] facets coated with oleic acid (blue) and

one [0002] facet coated with octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA, red).

(B) Subunits made from TTQDs. The zip units (left) and log units (right) are assembled into QC-approximant SLs.

(C) TEM image of QC-approximant SLs. The top-right inset is a small-angle electron diffraction (SAED) pattern. The bottom-right inset is a

corresponding computer model.

(D) A corresponding computer model of QC-approximant SLs assembled from zip units and log units. For the sake of presentation, the zip units are

colored in green.

(E) TEM image of the side view of the assembly formed from only zip units, and the corresponding SAED pattern (inset).

(F) TEM image of the side view of the assembly formed from only log units, and the corresponding SAED pattern (inset).

(G and H) (G) Representative TEM image of 10-fold QC SLs and (inset top right) the corresponding SAED pattern (pink, orange, and green cycles

indicate 10-basis vectors; blue cycles indicate 20-basis vectors). The inset top left shows an HRTEM image of a decagon-derivative unit (square

highlighted in the TEM image with 10 atomic domains on the framework and two in the center). Scale bar, 10 nm. The inset bottom left shows a

computer-generated model of a double-decker QC-SL with six interconnected decagon-derivative units shown from a top view, and (H) from a side

view.

(I) A vertical reconstruction slice of a double-decker QC-SL showing a four-layer TTQD stacking in the vertical direction (from top to bottom: green, blue,

red, and yellow). Scale bar, 30 nm.

(A–F) Reproduced from Nagaoka et al.22 with permission.

(G–I) Reproduced from Nagaoka et al.46 with permission.
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QC-approximant structure that could be well described via square-triangle tiling

(Figures 4B–4D), showing some degree of agreement with the simulation predic-

tions.46,77,78 Within the structure, two types of basic packing subunits were identi-

fied: a log unit containing 12 TTQDs and a zip unit containing 20 TTQDs (Fig-

ure 4B),46 both of which were close to the model proposed in the simulation

work.77,78 Later in the same year, we further demonstrated that a large-area QC

SL with a novel 10-fold rotational symmetry could be assembled using the same

TTQDbuilding blocks at a liquid-air interface, a condition in which an enthalpic-force

was in play during the assembly process rather than the exclusive entropy maximiza-

tion pathway (Figures 4G–4I).22 Electron tomography measurements with 3D struc-

tural reconstructions revealed that the SL exhibited a QC order in 2D lateral direc-

tions with a lamellar periodicity along the vertical direction (perpendicular to the

substrate; Figures 4H and 4I). It is worth mentioning that QC lattices with a 10-fold

rotational symmetry have been rarely seen, especially the ones stacked from non-

atom building materials.22 In order to describe the obtained novel 10-fold QC

pattern, we proposed a new tiling rule, i.e., flexible polygon tiling rule, as discussed

in the section ‘‘flexible polygon tiling rule.’’ Further, mechanistic studies showed that
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Figure 5. QC supramolecules

(A) Schematics of four QC supramolecule formation strategies: (top left) lyotropic approach, (bottom left) molecular netting approach, (top right)

molecular tile approach, and (bottom right) molecular filling approach.

(B) Lyotropic approach: dendronized poly(2-oxazoline) molecules (bottom left) are in a cone shape as shown in the computer model (top left). Further

mesostructures are formed from the cone-shaped molecules, e.g., supramolecular spheres (top right) and 12-fold liquid quasicrystals (bottom right).

The QC structure was assessed by X-ray scattering as shown in the inset.

(C) Molecular netting approach: bis(phenanthren-2-yleythnyl)silver molecules (top left) were assembled in a QC order on a silver substrate (bottom left).

The resulting 12-fold QC network was confirmed through STM measurements (right).

(D) Molecular tiling approach: pentagon subunits from five ferroceneacetic acid (left) are assembled on a gold substrate in a 10-fold QC (bottom left).

The 10-fold QC order was observed in the STM images (right).

(E) Molecular filling approach: a three-component polymer composed of polyisoprene (PI), polystyrene (PS), and poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PP) segments

(left) are self-assembled into a film with a 12-fold QC order as shown in the SEM (right).

The 12-fold QC pattern from (A) was reproduced from Zhang et al.51 and Hayashida et al.59 with permission.
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Figure 5. Continued

(B) Reproduced from Holerca et al.55 with permission.

(C) Reproduced from Zhang et al.51 with permission.

(D) Reproduced from Wasio et al.47 with permission.

(E) Reproduced from Hayashida et al.59 with permission.
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complex interplays among the applied liquid subphase, solvent molecules, and sur-

face ligands of the TTQD NCs provided a deliberate environment to allow both

entropic and enthalpic forces to act, which were additionally fueled by interparticle

directional forces (induced by anisotropic patchiness) during the self-assembly pro-

cess. This dynamic TTQD self-assembly system uniquely led to a series of unconven-

tional stable/metastable superstructures including the unusual QC approximants

and 10-fold QC SLs.22
QC supramolecules

With supramolecular chemistry, various nanoarchitectures can be created from

organic and organometallic molecules, block-copolymers, and biomolecules such

as DNA through delineated intermolecular interactions. Recently, researchers

have proven that QC-ordered supramolecules are also feasible to obtain. In this sec-

tion, we classified the QC self-assembly approaches for supramolecular species into

four subsections as depicted in Figure 5A: (1) lyotropic approach, (2) molecular

netting, (3) molecular tiling, and (4) molecular filling.

Lyotropic approach

It has been reported that several types of mesogenmolecules can form lyotropic QC

phases, also known as liquid quasicrystals.53–57 In this approach, mesogens are de-

signed to form a liquid-crystalline polymorph containing (12-fold) QC structures,

which usually accompanies Pm 3 n, P42/mnm and Im 3 m Frank-Kasper phases

due to high structural similarity. The pioneering work conducted by Zeng et al.,

showed that a wedge-shaped dendric molecule (which they labeled as [3,4,5-

(3,5)2]12G3CH2OH) could form a 12-fold QC structure in addition to multiple lyo-

tropic phases.53 The liquid quasicrystal phase appeared as the ternary structure of

mesogen molecules (a superstructure of supramolecular spheres from the mesogen

illustrated in Figure 5B). Adequate interparticle interactions between supramolecu-

lar spheres was identified as key to the liquid quasicrystal formation, which was trans-

lated from the building block mesogen molecules. In addition to several noteworthy

reports on liquid quasicrystals,53,54,56 Holerca et al. recently presented an excellent

mechanism regarding the formation of liquid quasicrystals from a series of dendron-

ized poly(2-oxazoline) molecules (Figure 5B).55 With different molecular chain

lengths from 14 carbons to 17 carbons and polymerization degrees, n, from 5 to

100 (see left bottom of Figure 5B), various lyotropic phases formed, including a

columnar structure, Frank-Kasper A15 and sigma phases, and a liquid QC struc-

ture.55 Interestingly, lyotropic QC phases were only formed when dendronized

poly(2-oxazoline) molecules with a chain length of 17 carbons and n of 5 were

used, indicating quasicrystal liquid crystals can exist based on extremely delicate

intermolecular interactions.53,55 This lyotropic approach has been extended to

create QC self-assemblies from cluster-based molecules. Yue et al. used silicon-ox-

ide clusters coated with giant surfactants containing triazoles, esters, and styrenes,

and studied their supramolecular structures.54 A rich phase diagram depending on

surfactant molecular identities was observed including lyotropic QC phases

alongside lamellar, sigma-phase, double gyroids, bcc, and hexagonal phases.54

The applications of liquid quasicrystals have been proposed widely in various appli-

cations such as sensors, photonics materials, and smart materials whose optical,
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electrical, and mechanical properties can be controllably altered in response to

external stimuli.83

Molecular netting

In the same way that 2D-QC patterns can be depicted by drawing lines on paper,

some linear molecules can be deposited on substrates through self-assembly to

form a QC order, which we call QC molecular nets here. Compared with typical 2D

supramolecules assembled on substrates, QC molecular nets often possess much

lower molecular density and structural rigidity, and thus the formation pathway is

largely kinetically driven. Therefore, the building block molecules need to be de-

signed to induce directional intermolecular interactions underpinned by molecular

shape and configuration, as well as specific inter-molecule andmolecule-substrate in-

teractions. For instance, in 2016, Urgel et al. built a 12-fold QCmolecular net by retic-

ulating europium-(para-quaterphenyl-dicarbonitrile) molecules on a gold sub-

strate.49 Europium coordination chemistry enabled the co-existence of 4-, 5-, and

6-fold mononuclear coordination nodes, allowing some flexibility during the assem-

bly process that led to the formation of 12-fold QC molecular nets.49 Later in 2018,

Zheng et al. reported another 12-fold QC molecular net assembled from bis(phe-

nanthren-2-yleythnyl)silver organometallic molecules on a silver substrate (Fig-

ure 5C).51 Several steps were required for the process from ethynyl-iodophenan-

threne to the QC molecular net on silver substrate, including the predeposition of

ethynyl-iodophenanthrene on the silver substrate, the reactions between ethynyl-io-

dophenanthrene and silver substrates to produce bis(phenanthren-2-yleythnyl)silver

(see Figure 5C upper left), and annealing processes.51 Moreover, silver ion inclusion

and hydrogen transfer from the terminal alkyne to the dehalogenated site on

the phenanthrene backbone contributed to QC net formation.51 Aside from the

organometallic chemistry, Mao et al. fabricated a 12-fold QC molecular net using

biomolecules; i.e., programmed DNA.61 The 12-fold QC molecular network formed

from preassembled five-point star and six-point star nanomotifs made of DNA only

when the nanomotifs were programmed to be structurally flexible.61 Overall, the mo-

lecular net approach stresses the importance of controlled distortion due to designed

steric hindrance and structural flexibility to avoid high-density packing structures.84

Molecular tiling

The molecular tiling approach uses planar molecules to create 2D-QC structures on

substrates in a similar way to how tiles are arranged to create QC tessellations.Wasio

et al. presented a beautiful example of molecular QC tiling from pentagon tiling

units (i.e., five isomers of ferroceneacetic acids) deposited on a gold substrate (Fig-

ure 5D).47 This is the only 10-fold QC supramolecule described to date, which is

clearly visualized by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) (Figure 5D right). To sup-

plement experimental results, the authors also conducted theoretical density func-

tional theory (DFT) calculations to further understand this abnormal QC formation

process, finding that the pentagon tiling units were energetically metastable

structures that need to be preserved for the QC supramolecular formation through

delicate directional intermolecular interactions.47,48 It should be noted that 10-fold

2D-QC structures can only be generated at a great cost of entropic-penalty due to

their low tiling densities compared with possible competing crystalline structures

or 12-fold QC structures; therefore, the kinetics of formation must be well

incorporated.47,48

Molecular filling

Based on the controlled aggregation mechanism for block-copolymers and star

polymers to form superstructures, the molecular filling approach uses polymers
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that can form QC structures in their aggregates.58–60,85 In 2008, a report by Zhang

et al. showed the first example of a QC film produced from block-copolymers.59

The tetrablock-polymers containing styrene, isoprene, styrene, and ethylene oxide

were used for self-assembly into a 12-fold QC film, which was characterized by

SAXS and TEM characterizations.59 In 2012, Hayashida et al. reported another

type of 12-fold QC pattern formed from an ABC star polymer containing polyiso-

prene, polystyrene, and poly(2-vinylpyridine) (see Figure 5E left). A QC film with a

12-fold symmetry was formed only when the ratio of these three components was

adjusted to 1.0:2.7:2.5 (Figure 5E).58 Following their own study, recently, the same

group reported different QC structures from two kinds of block-copolymers with

tetrablocks. By changing the mixing ratio of the two block-copolymers, the authors

created 13 binary blend polymer films, and observed polymorphs including a

double hexagonal pattern, a 3.3.4.3.4 Archimedean tiling pattern, and a 12-fold

QC pattern.60 In the molecular filling approach, the geometric and space-filling

factors co-play a key role in favoring the formation of a QC order rather than

any periodic ones.58–60 These polymer films with nanoscale QC patterns are

expected to exhibit unique mechanical properties owing to the lack of cleavable

lattice planes.20,86

QC self-assembly formation mechanisms

One of the biggest challenges in quasicrystal research is to unveil formation mech-

anisms that cannot be explained by conventional crystallization theories such as QC

nucleation, continuous growth without the guidance of a unit cell, and thermody-

namic stability.19,26 In parallel, a series of reports have suggested that NA-QC

self-assemblies also go through complex steps like conventional periodic assem-

blies, although detailed mechanisms are far from clear yet. In this section, we try

to summarize the current understanding of QC self-assembly mechanisms. On

each topic, we will provide a systematic comparison of insights from atom QC

self-assemblies, atomic quasicrystals, and theoretical studies to shed light on gen-

eral requirements for QC formation.

Quasicrystallinity, growth front, and phason behavior

In this section, we discuss quasicrystal formation mechanisms in terms of the crystal-

linity of quasicrystals. A quasicrystal’s crystallinity can be defined based on several

aspects; for example, perfect quasicrystals versus random quasicrystals, crystal do-

mains, and crystal defects. Instead of using a unit cell, a phason, a technical term for

quasiparticle in quasicrystallinity, is commonly used to discuss crystallinity of quasi-

crystals. Phason behavior during quasicrystal formation was thought to be essen-

tially important for quasicrystals’ crystallization, yet the detailed mechanism is not

fully understood.87,88 Some theoretical studies have revealed the role of phason in

determining the thermodynamic stability of quasicrystals. Engel et al. proposed

the so-called phason flip model, which enables local fine structures in quasicrystals

(i.e., local crystal configurations) to be flexibly changed, thereby providing addi-

tional entropic stability to ensure metastability of the entire system.89 In this model,

QC structures are expressed as tessellations from a set of polygon tiles as shown in

Figure 6A, and some local configurations can be switched interchangeably as shown

in Figure 6B.89 In another theoretical study, by Achim et al., they described how to

induce high quasicrystallinity by adjusting suitable thermodynamic conditions dur-

ing the crystallization process.90 This study indicated that conditions near the triple

point (where three phases, i.e., gas, liquid, and solid, can coexist) are favorable for

defect-free growth of quasicrystals, whereas randomQC structures often form under

conditions that are far from the triple point.90 Experimentally, TEM in situ measure-

ments of the growth of an Al-Ni-Co decagonal quasicrystal by Nagao et al. provided
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Figure 6. Mechanisms of NA-QC order formation

(A) Five phason-tiles in a simulated 10-fold QC order.

(B) Phason flip. QC structures could be created by tiling the phason-tiles shown in (A). Some local configurations can be interchangeably switched, which

is called the phason flip.89

(C) The flexible polygon tiling rule. The interface between neighboring units is flattened.

(D) Metastability of QC supramolecules. A plot of calculated total cohesion energy between two ferroceneacetic acids as a function of the COH bond

angle. The angle (224.8�) highlighted with green is consistent with the angle of the pentamer, validating the metastability of the pentamer and the QC

supramolecules.47

(E) Schematic representation of the QC assembly pathways. (i) 10-fold QC SL formation on top of EG (ethylene glycol); (ii) hexagonal SL stacking

formation on top of DEG.

(A and B) Reproduced from Engel et al.89 with permission.

(C and E) Reproduced from Nagaoka et al.,22 with permission.

(D) Reproduced from Wasio et al.47 with permission.
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direct observation of active phason behavior at the growth front, which caused

frequent atomic rearrangements before complete incorporation (i.e., phason relax-

ation).91 One of the most significant achievements is a recent finding by Shahani

et al. that allowed crystal domain coalescence of quasicrystals, which could provide

a general method to produce a giant single crystal.92 Their study combined both

theoretical and experimental results and revealed that phasons at the interface

could facilitate crystal coalescence between adjacent crystal domains in a desired

condition.92

In terms of non-atom building blocks, it has been suggested that phasons could

also exist in NA-QC self-assemblies. We recently discovered a unique NC self-as-

sembly behavior (i.e., flexible polygon tiling), which can be considered as an

analogy to the concept of phason flip but at nanometer scale.22 The interfacial flex-

ibility in the flexible polygon tiling rule (i.e., sharing an edge between two
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neighboring polygon units) is analogous to the phason flip configurational

switches where tiles are flipped interchangeably at the interface (Figure 6C).22

The origin of the flexible polygons assembled by TTQD NCs can be attributed

to spatial margin in the decagonal units and the softness of organic surfactants

on particle surfaces.22 Evidently, we showed that when the surface surfactant mol-

ecules of the building blocks become stiffer in a more polar assembly environment,

the NC QC SLs are longer be generated.22 Although our study offered some

mechanistic insights, more phason-type studies of such QC NC assemblies, taking

advantage of the bigger size of the building blocks, are expected to provide more

detailed QC nucleation and growth information. Besides, NA-QC self-assemblies

with perfect QC order (rather than typically reported random QC order) may be

required for more in-depth investigations of phason-type behaviors at the growth

fronts of the materials.

Kinetics

It has been suggested that quasicrystallization involves multiple kinetic processes

rather than a simple conversion from solute to crystals as classic crystallization the-

ories depict.93,94Modern crystallization theory emphasizes the role of kinetics in crys-

tallization and, in this context, researchers working with quasicrystals have also un-

dertaken immense efforts to understand possible mechanisms.95 Researchers have

extensively studied several kinetic processes inQC crystallization, such as fine-tuning

solute pair potentials, controlling interactions among solute, solvent and substrate,

and refining crystallization conditions.93,94 For example, a simulation study using

the phase field crystal model with a two-length-scale potential performed by Jiang

et al. discovered that nucleation and growth of dodecagonal quasicrystals could

bedriven bymultiple kinetic processes.94 The nuclei and an intermediate state, which

can subsequently change into a QC order, are both transient and concurrent in their

simulation. This transition process involving the intermediate state94 is well in line

with the modern crystallization theory,95 which emphasizes the importance of a

cloudy intermediate state before entering crystal nucleation stage.

In terms of QC materials from non-atom building blocks, previous reports have sug-

gested that quasicrystallization involves kinetically driven steps under non-equilib-

rium conditions.22,47–49,51,61 In the case of the ferrocene-based QC self-assemblies

by Kandel’s group (Figure 6D), thermodynamic stability dependence on the

molecular angle between two ferroceneacetic acid molecules offered insight into

the kinetic process (Figure 6D).47,48 As shown in Figure 6D, ferroceneacetic acid mol-

ecules have a metastable state when adjacent molecules are placed at an orienta-

tional angle of 224.8�. Kinetically trapped pentamer units can only be formed

when ferroceneacetic acid molecules were assembled with this condition, leading

to a large 10-fold QC supramolecular network.47,48 Otherwise, the final QC structure

was replaced by a conventional thermodynamically stable dense structure.48 In the

case of 10-fold NC QC SLs, the anisotropic patchiness of the TTQDs induced by tet-

rahedron-like shape of the NCs and the directional patchiness (derived from the sur-

factant profile and intrinsic dipole moment of the Wurtzite crystal structure) guided

the system to a kinetic assembly route instead of the common thermodynamic

pathway.48 Moreover, the system involved interactions that were found to be imper-

ative during the formation process of the 10-fold QC SLs, where solvent and sub-

strate combinations that minimally interrupted the inter-TTQD interactions were

mandatory (Figure 6E).22,96 Similarly, many of the stable atomic quasicrystals, i.e.,

stable icosahedral and dodecahedral quasicrystals, can only be formed with the

assistance of directional atomic orbitals, analogous to the directional patchiness

of the TTQD NCs.8,22,75 By using other non-atom building blocks with designed
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anisotropic and directional interactions, other QC structures formed through kinetic

pathways can be anticipated.

NOVEL PROPERTIES FROM MATERIALS WITH QC ORDER

In addition to the fundamental studies discussed above, NA-QCmotifs have also been

integrated into state-of-the-art structuredmaterials usingmethods such as lithography,

3D printing, and assembly at any scale. The QC-structured materials often exhibit

unique properties, including optical,97–104 lasing,105–107 magnetic,108–110 mechani-

cal,13,20,86 and electrical/thermal-conductivity properties.111–113 This section features

some fascinating examples such as photonic quasicrystals, QC metamaterials, and

frustrated magnetic materials, which are followed by introducing some QC designs

presented in artworks and architectures.We also discussQCorder in intangible dimen-

sions such as optical QC lattices and time quasicrystals.

Photonic quasicrystals

Photonic crystals with a QC structure are called photonic quasicrystals, which can be

distinguished from conventional photonic crystals by their distinctive structural

colors and unique photonic band structures (Figure 7A).97,98 In this section, a review

of the fundamentals of 1D-, 2D-, and 3D-photonic quasicrystals is presented along

with some promising application prospects.

1D-photonic quasicrystals

In contrast to conventional 1D-photonic crystals possessing periodic layers (Fig-

ure 7A left back), 1D-photonic quasicrystals consist of parallel alternating layers

with a 1D-QC order (Figure 7A left front) and often exhibit more intricate photonic

properties. While conventional photonic bandgaps of photonic crystals derive

from the first Brillouin zone of the crystal structure, structural colors from 1D-pho-

tonic quasicrystals require different theoretical bases since QC structures do not

have Brillouin zones in theory.5 According to a theoretical study conducted by Koh-

moto et al., the Bloch-like Fourier components of the Fibonacci sequences could

lead to an unconventional ‘‘quasi-Brillouin zone’’ with the corresponding reciprocal

vectors, thus photonic bandgaps.116 Experimental confirmation of this theory was

obtained as Gellermann et al. successfully fabricated 1D-photonic quasicrystals

with alternating SiO2 and TiO2 layers following the Fibonacci sequence, which

showed optical responses that were highly consistent with the theoretical prediction

(Figure 7B).115 Further 1D-photonic quasicrystals with distinct optical properties

have been explored,117 and expected application for 1D-photonic quasicrystals

include optical filters97 and sensing.118

2D-photonic quasicrystals

2D-photonic quasicrystals or QC photonic crystals are a class of 2D-photonic crystals

possessing QC order (Figure 7A center front), in contrast to the conventional

2D-photonic crystals with periodic patterns (Figure 7A center back). Like other

2D-photonic crystals, 2D-photonic quasicrystals exhibit structural colors as a conse-

quence of angle-dependent diffractions regulated by the Bragg-Snell law and oscil-

lations of light both in the transverse-magnetic (TM) and electric (TE) mode.97 Due to

their QC structural features, 2D-photonic quasicrystals can exhibit unique photonic

behaviors.114,119–123 For example, Zoorob et al. fabricated air-hole patterns with a

12-fold QC order on a SiO2/silicon nitrate substrate and observed interesting pho-

tonic properties (Figure 7C, left).114 Upon passing the photonic quasicrystal film,

incident light was complexly split into multiple beams in both TE and TM waves (Fig-

ure 7C, right), which were used to verify the existence of a photonic bandgap from

QC periodicity with assistance from computer simulation.114 Segev et al. conducted
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Figure 7. Photonic quasicrystals

(A) Schematics of 1D-, 2D-, and 3D-photonic crystals (PC) (back, from left to right) and photonic quasicrystals (PQC) (front, from left to right).

(B) Optical transmission spectra of 1D-PQCs: the experimental (top) and calculation results (bottom).97 Evolution of the transmission spectra based on

the number of the layer (F6 to F8 where Fn is the nth Fibonacci sequence.).

(C) 2D-PQC composed of silicon nitride and silicon dioxide.114 (Top left) Schematic illustration of the 2D-PQC, (bottom left) SEM image of the 2D-PQC

from the top-view, (bottom right) a photograph of split beams upon passing the 2D-PQC, and (top right) transmission spectra of TE and TMmodes from

the 2D-PQC.

(D) 3D-PQC made from plastic rods. (Top left) Photograph of the 3D-PQC. (Bottom) Transmission spectra as a function of frequency (y axis) and

rotational angles along the 2-fold rotation axis (x axis) (left bottom) and along the 5-fold rotation axis (right bottom). (Top right) The calculated effective

Brillouin zone of the 3D-PQC.

(B) Reproduced from Vardeny et al.97 with permission. The original data are from Gellermann et al.115

(C) Reproduced from Zoorob et al.114 with permission.

(D) Reproduced from Man et al.30 with permission.
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another notable study to emphasize the distinct difference between conventional

and QC photonic crystals.123 In general, the more structural disorder there is in

photonic crystals, the more light is trapped (i.e., Anderson localization phenome-

non).97,98 However, in their report, the authors demonstrated that photonic quasi-

crystals could work oppositely.123 Using a technique called optical induction, they

created a series of 2D-photonic quasicrystals with controlled disorder levels, and

demonstrated that the increased disorder level can influence the localized states

near the pseudo-gap in these photonic quasicrystals, thus enabling finite-time,

diffusive-like transport with enhanced wave transport property.123

3D-photonic quasicrystals

QC icosahedral structures can also be integrated into photonic crystals to produce

3D-photonic quasicrystals (Figure 7A, right). Interestingly, in spite of the absence
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of Brillouin zones, 3D-photonic quasicrystals can display structural colors.30,124,125

The first experimental demonstration was made by Man et al. in 2005 using a 3D

model with an icosahedral QC structure crafted using plastic rods (length = 1 cm

and diameter = 0.15 cm) (Figure 7D top left).30 The photonic responses (transmis-

sion and reflection) in the microwave range were assessed from various projections

(Figure 7D, bottom),30 showing characteristic transmission spectra with a 5-fold

(Figure 7D, bottom right) and 2-fold symmetry (Figure 7D, bottom left) along

the 5-fold and 2-fold axes of the icosahedral structure, respectively.30 Based on

the observed spectra, the effective Brillouin zone for an icosahedral structure

was backcalculated and depicted as a triacontahedral pattern, as shown in

Figure 7D.30
Plasmonic quasicrystals and QC metamaterials

QC structures have been also incorporated into plasmonic material arrays (plas-

monic quasicrystals), and researchers have found that such arrays exhibit unique

plasmonic properties due to their plasmon coupling.126–133 For example, Dal Ne-

gro’s group fabricated aperiodic arrays of gold disks with a thickness of 30 nm

and a diameter of 200 nm, and demonstrated that the arrays showed a broad scat-

tering response covering the entire visible spectrum.127,128 Lack of periodicity plays

an important role for this unique photonic response as the plasmon coupling cannot

be determined as it is in periodic systems, and thus scattering can be suppressed.127

Such broadband plasmon resonances of plasmonic quasicrystals are expected to

show advantages when applied for broadband sensors, light absorbers, and so

forth.127–130

Metamaterials are materials with finer design structures than the wavelength of in-

terest, which can guide light in unconventional ways. Left-handed materials and

negative refractive index are representative of the physical properties of metama-

terials, which have been studied in the fields of material science, physics, engineer-

ing, photonics, and nanoscience.131–135 This field attracted immense attention

because of the promising potential of these materials for important applications

including far-infrared sensing, optical holography, cloaking, and planar meta-

lenses.131–135 Especially, plasmonic materials are often used in metaatoms as

they can exhibit negative dielectric constants via surface plasmon phenom-

ena.131–133 As well as the internal designs of metaatoms (e.g., metal-dielectric-

metal [MDM] and split ring resonator [SRR]), the arrangement of metaatoms is

often extensively investigated in order to induce effective symmetry breaking

optical behaviors.99–102,130 For this reason, QCs are often incorporated in metama-

terials’ arrangement. Within this context, metasurfaces are metamaterials with 2D-

arrangement, and QC metasurfaces (i.e., 2D QC arrangements of metaatoms)

exhibit distinct photonic responses as the aperiodic QC arrangements of metaa-

toms can impart unique light diffraction and scattering properties.99–102 Kruk

et al. studied the transmission and circular dichroism (CD) spectra of Penrose-

patterned QC metasurfaces made from MDM metaatoms of gold disk with a thick-

ness of 25 nm and a diameter of 180 nm, and MgF2 with a thickness of 30 nm.99

Compared with periodic and amorphous metasurfaces, QC metasurfaces exhibited

strong magnetic and electric field resonance in the transmission spectrum and sup-

pressed sporadic scattering and weak CD responses, indicating that QC metasur-

faces can simultaneously achieve isotropic optical response due to the weak

diffraction signals as well as excellent metamaterial optical responses owing to

the existent local order (e.g., magnetic and electric field resonance).99 The princi-

ple is adapted to other QC metasurfaces that exhibit unique metamaterial
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Figure 8. Frustrated magnetic materials with QC architectures

(A) Schematics of unfrustrated (left)/frustrated (right) systems of magnetic spin (top)/magnet (bottom). In frustrated systems, the location colored with

purple could not determine the spin direction (or magnet polarization).

(B) QC-ordered magnetic lattice from permalloy: (top left) SEM image, (top right) SEMPA image, (bottom left) coarse-grained dipole map showing Ising

polarizations defined by colored arrows, and (bottom right) magnetic texture at a pentagonal cross simulated by Object Oriented Micro Magnetic

Framework.108

(C) A Penrose tiling pattern made from permalloy showing magnetic frustration:110 (top) magnetic dipole configurations at vertices with the lowest (level

1) and second lowest (level 2) energy states with degeneracy; (bottom) the lowest energy configuration map of a magnetic QC network. The black arrows

represent the skeleton parts that possess defined magnetic dipole directions, while the red and blue arrows represent flippable parts that degenerate

the energetic state.

(B) Reproduced from Farmer et al.108 with permission.

(C) Reproduced from Shi et al.110 with permission.
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phenomena, of which notable examples include optical spin-hall effect101 and

controlled second harmonics radiation.100
Frustrated magnetic materials with QC architectures

Magnetism is usually generated through the coordination of magnetic spins, but, in

the structures where spin coordination becomes impossible, special magnetism can

be generated (i.e., spin frustration).136,137 An example of spin frustration is spin ice, a

material in which the magnetic spins act like iced water molecules (i.e., ice rule)

without a single degeneratedminimal energy state (Figure 8A).136,137 QC-structured
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magnetic materials, called magnetic quasicrystals, also do not allow spin orchestra-

tion due to the lack of structural periodicity, leading to magnetic frustrations.138 The

theoretical foundation of magnetic quasicrystals was established by Vedmedenko

et al.139 Through Monte Carlo simulation, the authors applied Ising antiferromagnet

models to an Ammann-Beenker tiling structure, revealing that the superposition of

geometric frustration with the quasiperiodic ordering led to a 3D noncollinear anti-

ferromagnetic spin structure.139 Parallel to such theoretical studies, experimental re-

ports of magnetic quasicrystals such as Sc-Fe-Zn, R-Ag-In, and Yb-Au-Al were pub-

lished, spurring several important discoveries, including magnetic topology and

quantum critical states.138

In addition to frustration between magnetic spins at the atomic level, magnets with

QC architectures can also experience macroscopic magnetic frustrations.108–110

Farmer et al. fabricated permalloy-films with a 10-fold QC net pattern using elec-

tron beam lithography (Figure 8B, top left), and visualized the magnetization map

using scanning electron microscopy equipped with polarization analysis (SEMPA;

Figure 8B, top right and bottom left).108 SEMPA measurements unveiled swirled

order and frustration within the sublattices at the vertices of the magnetic QC

net (Figure 8B, bottom right).108 Shi et al. observed macrospin degeneracy in a

10-fold QC-ordered nanosized-magnetic array (Figure 8C).110 The authors fabri-

cated a Penrose tiling pattern made from permalloy and investigated the magnetic

domains, especially the local magnetic configuration at the vertices.110 Two types

of magnetic degeneracy were identified: quasi-1D ‘‘skeleton’’ group (black arrows

in the Figure 8C) and ‘‘flippable’’ clusters group (blue and red arrows in the Fig-

ure 8C).110 As opposed to the quasi-1D skeleton group, which can span in the

entire pattern and be ordered in a long-range manner,110 the flippable clusters

group can be further classified depending on the magnetic degeneracy (i.e., red

arrows indicate 2-fold degeneracy, while blue arrows indicate 10-fold degeneracy).

In addition, these magnetic tiles were topologically induced by magnetic frustra-

tions caused by their QC architectures.110 A deeper understanding of exotic mag-

netic topology emerging from geometrical frustration caused by QC aperiodicity

should be expected through further research in this field.

Design and art with QC patterns

QC patterns are often used in arts,140,141 designs,142 and so forth,143 offering not only

eye-pleasing decorations but also practical functions. Interestingly, QC patterns were

designed for exterior decorations of buildings at least 700 years before quasicrystals

were discovered. Lu and Steinhardt studied the decoration on the exterior walls of

Abbasid Al-Mustansiriyya Madrasa in Baghdad, Iraq, which exhibited a QC pattern

called the Girih tiling (Figures 9A and 9B), and was built in the early thirteenth cen-

tury.140 The early QC pattern is not alone; several ancient architectures with QC dec-

orations were later found in Sultan’s Lodge, Ottoman Green Mosque in Busra, Turkey

(1424), Darb-i Imam Shrine, Isfahan, Iran (1463), and Mausoleum of I’timad al-Daula in

Agra, India (1622). In the modern time, QC decorations are still popular for architec-

tural design and can be found all around the world, such as the Liberal Arts and Science

building in the Education City campus at Doha, Qatar; PilgrimageChurch of Saint John

of Nepomuk at Zelená hora, Czech Republic; and the Salesforce Transit Center in San

Francisco United States (Figure 9C). Furthermore, Ajlouni discussed the practical ad-

vantages of QC order in buildings.142 The report indicates that QC walls and roofs

are expected to offer unique architectural acoustics, potentially leading to advanced

buildings with a wide range of light and sound-based technologies.142 QC patterns’

aesthetic excellence inspired contemporary artists and designers, and various QCmo-

tifs have been widely used in artworks (Figure 9D) and daily products.
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Figure 9. QC order found in architecture and art

(A) Photograph of the exterior walls of Abbasid Al-Mustansiriyya Madrasa in Baghdad, Iraq.

(B) QC order created through the Girih tiling that was found in the highlighted area in (A).

(C) Photograph of Salesforce Transit Center in San Francisco, United States.

(D) Baroque Quasicrystal by Debora Coombs.141

(A and B) Reproduced from Lu et al.,140 with permission.

The photograph in (C) was taken by Peter Beeler, Metropolitan Transportation Commission and

used with permission.

(D) Provided by Debora Coombs (https://www.coombscriddle.com/) and used with permission.
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QC structure in unconventional dimensions

It is important to remember that patterns can be found not only in tangible spaces

but also in other dimensions, such as time and electromagnetic fields. There have

been inventions of patterned-in-unconventional-dimensions materials in recent

years, such as optical lattices and time crystals, which we outline in this section.

QC optical lattices

Optical lattices consist of electromagnetic polarization patterns that are created

through interference of multiple laser beams (Figure 10A, left). Optical lattices offer

optical-trapping environments that are useful for research into particle physics such

as Bose-Einstein condensate.144–146 QC optical lattices are optical lattices with QC

polarization patterns, which can provide distinct optical-trapping environments in

which unnecessary interactions beyond optical traps can be minimized. QC optical

lattices can serve as an indispensable study platform for understanding systems

such as many-body localization and Bose glasses.144,145 A theoretical foundation

of QC optical lattices was created by the Santos’ group,144 who proposed using

five laser beams placed pentagonally to generate a 5-fold symmetry QC optical

lattice through interference. The first experimental demonstration of QC optical lat-

tices was reported in 2019 by Viebahn et al.145 The authors fabricated 8-fold QC op-

tical lattices using four interfered laser beams and characterized them using raw

time-of-flight images (Figure 10B),145 which could successfully trap Bose-Einstein

condensates of 39K atoms.145 Time-dependent diffraction measurements observed

a continuous-time quantum walk (i.e., a quantum randomwalk from continuous-time
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Figure 10. Optical QC lattices and time quasicrystals

(A) Schematics of (left) a conventional optical lattice and (right) an optical QC lattice.

(B) An 8-fold QC optical lattice. (Left) Time-of-flight image of the 8-fold QC optical lattices. (Right) Time-dependent Kapitza-Dirac diffraction patterns

from the QC optical lattice.

(C) Schematics of (top) a time crystal and (bottom) a time quasicrystal.

(D) A discrete time quasicrystal created by Autti et al.147 (Left) A setting to create time quasicrystals equipped with NMR coils and pinch coils; (right) QC

signals from the time quasicrystal (blue line). The time QC was created under a periodic drive with an oscillating magnetic field (pink line), thus the QC

signals (blue) of the time crystals were extracted from subtraction of the pink line from the original signal of the NMR coil. The signals from ground-level

magnon Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC, green) and the (2,0) level (red) can be attributed to the QC signal (blue).

(B) Reproduced from Viebahn et al.,145 with permission.

(D) Reproduced from Autti et al.,147 with permission.
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stochastic process) in a short time range, which had not been observed before.145

Since QC structures possess unique local order, developing QC optical lattices

with novel symmetry may serve as an important direction for future studies.

Time quasicrystals

The idea of time crystals,materials that repeat transformationswithout losing energy,

was firstly conceptualized by Frank Wilczek in 2012.148 As shown in Figure 10C top,

time crystals can exhibit periodic oscillations between ordered and disordered states

depending on the sequence of transformation processes. Wilczek predicted that

such time crystals can only be possible in thermodynamic environments where an

equilibrium state cannot be reached (i.e., non-equilibrium systems).148 In 2017,

twopioneering experimental works by Lukin et al.149 andMonroe et al.150 were simul-

taneously published. Thematerials used in these experiments were 171Yb+ ions chain

trapped in a linear radiofrequency Paul trap150 and dipolar spin impurities from nitro-

gen-vacancies in a diamond.149 In each experiment, oscillations between two hyper-

fine electron states and two spin states were observed under carefully designed con-

ditions, respectively. After the initial discovery, in late 2021, researchers at Google,

along with physicists in universities, demonstrated completely discrete time crystals

using a quantum computer, eliminating the crucial instability problem.151
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Despite the field still being in an early stage, researchers have already begun

integrating QC order into time crystals (dubbed time quasicrystals).147,152–154

Time quasicrystals exhibit oscillation between two states with a pattern following

a 1D-QC order; e.g., Fibonacci sequence (Figure 10C, bottom). For example, Autti

et al. used superfluid 3He-B to demonstrate a time quasicrystal by applyingmagnetic

fields that induce oscillations between two electronic spin configurations (i.e., mag-

non) (Figure 10D).147 A frequency of coherent spin precession of 3He-B was found to

be incommensurate with the oscillating magnetic field, indicating that the discrete

time translation symmetry broke spontaneously and hence time quasicrystals were

confirmed.147 Even though more work needs to be done to better understand

time quasicrystals, e.g., the stability and the discreteness, time quasicrystals at-

tracted a significant amount of attention from particle physics and astrophysics

because they could serve as a steppingstone in connecting ordered and disordered

states beyond conventional dimensions. This research topic crosses a wide range of

disciplines, including fluctuation physics, gravitational theory, loop quantum gravity,

and black hole formation.155,156
PERSPECTIVES

The paradigm shift caused by the discovery of quasicrystals has changed how re-

searchers think about modern materials or matter in general. As we discussed in

this review, substantial achievements have been made in the field of NA-QC ma-

terials and architectures, leveraging knowledge gained from atomic quasicrystal

studies. However, compared with the knowledge base for crystalline structural

matter, the field of QC materials is still in its infant stage. Keen efforts from diverse

disciplines are undoubtedly needed to continuously advance this unique category

of materials. Various aspects of QC materials research are still urgently needed.

For example, production of stable and perfect NA-QC self-assemblies has not

yet been convincingly demonstrated. Such effort is imperative since understanding

of complete QC assemblies will not only enrich the library of QC materials but also

lead to a comprehensive relationship among all structured matter from amorphous

solids, to quasicrystals, to crystalline materials.157 As another important aspect of

QC research, in-depth understanding of the driving forces and formation dynamics

for QC nucleation and growth in spontaneous assembly systems is mostly lacking.

Rational design rules rather than random observations of such built QC systems

have not yet been delineated. These fundamental limitations set inevitable hurdles

toward further explorations of materials’ properties and functionalities, and thus

toward real-life application implementations of such QC assembled materials.

On the bright side, such mechanistic studies, in principle, have recently become

more feasible due to substantial advancements in materials fabrication methods

and development of modern advanced characterization techniques with unprece-

dented spatial and temporal resolutions. More than ever, effective utilization of

advanced characterization techniques has already been demonstrated with

tremendous value for investigating the molecular and NC self-assembly systems

with much greater detail in real time. State-of-the-art in situ high-resolution micros-

copies (e.g., TEM, atomic force microscopy [AFM])46,158 and in situ synchrotron-

based X-ray scattering/diffraction techniques are promising for future

research.159–161 Looking further ahead, exponential growth of computing power,

fast development of simulation algorithms, and software implementing new

crystallography techniques will promote further analytical advances that enable re-

searchers to resolve sophisticated QC structure and explicate formation mecha-

nisms at an unparalleled level.
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For scientists, engineers, and designers who work on structure-property relation-

ships, researching materials with QC order unquestionably serves as a fascinating

topic as it provides immense opportunities, yet with unforeseeable challenges.

Further progress in the field needs to be fueled by concerted efforts for advancing

both experimental techniques and theoretical understanding. Discovery of

atomic quasicrystals has forever changed the fundamental view of matter and

shifted the paradigm of conventional structure recognition. Extrapolating

such QC structures and patterns to materials and architectures made from non-

atom building blocks crossing molecular scale, through nano- and meso-range

to macroscopic objects, decoration patterns, and artwork designs will unleash

phenomena and properties of matter that are even thought to be impossible

today.
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